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We have a collection of Five in a Row books which we initially used with the Five in a Row manuals but more recently have been used as favoured stories. A New coat of Anna and Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel are particular favourites. One of my children has found learning to read very difficult but have books like this read aloud has meant that she has kept a love of books even if she doesn’t like reading! Picture books use illustrations, with or without text, to convey stories, which delight and engage children visually, orally and textually. Picture books contain at least 3 elements: words, pictures, and what is conveyed from the combination of both the integration of verbal and visual art. In a picture book, text alone will not carry the story the author and the illustrator jointly share the responsibility of the book to 'work'. We learn most effectively through language exposure, and we learn our most interesting vocabulary from books and other print sources. In the article What reading does for the mind, Ann E. Cunningham and Keith E. Stanovich review studies that compared the number of rare, unusual and interesting words in
Picture books engage students in critical discussion issues of race, class, and gender, challenging them to examine how prejudice and stereotypes sustain social barriers. After a read-aloud of passages from The Story of Ruby Bridges, students listen to and discuss The Other Side. Students discuss both texts, which deal with race and segregation issues. In following read-aloud sessions, students discuss The Royal Bee, the story of a Korean boy who breaks socioeconomic barriers, and Virgie Goes to School with Us Boys, which deals with gender issues in the post-Civil War South. After each read-aloud... 1999. Look-and Learn! Using Picture Books in Grades Five through Eight. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. back to top. This book has beautiful, warm illustrations of baby animals. Turn the page to see the baby together with its parent. 8. Maisy’s Morning on the Farm Maisy has a lot of animal friends, so any Maisy book is great for talking about animals. This one introduces farm animals and farm chores. Young learners always love Maisy! Five-Minute Activities is an invaluable source of ideas for language teachers. It contains resources of over 130 short activities for the language classroom: some are well-tried favourites clearly restated, others are new ideas or variations.